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Abstract

We address the problem of recovering 3D models from uncalibrated

images of architectural scenes. We propose a simple, geometrically in-

tuitive method which exploits the strong rigidity constraints of paral-

lelism and orthogonality present in indoor and outdoor architectural

scenes. We present a novel algorithm that uses these simple constraints

to recover the projection matrices for each viewpoint and relate our

method to the algorithm of Caprile and Torre [2].

The projection matrices are used to recover partial 3D models of

the scene and these can be used to visualise new viewpoints. Our

approach does not need any a priori information about the cameras

being used. A working system called PhotoBuilder has been designed

and implemented to allow a user to interactively build a VRML model

of a building from uncalibrated images from arbitrary viewpoints [3, 4].

1 Introduction

Considerable e�orts have been made to recover photorealistic models of the real

world. The most common geometric approach is to attempt to recover 3D models

from calibrated stereo images [17] or uncalibrated extended image sequences [23, 1,

18] by triangulation and exploiting epipolar [15] and trilinear constraints [10, 22].

An alternative approach consists of visualisation from image-based representations

of a 3D scene. This has been successfully used to to generate an intermediate

viewpoint image given two nearby viewpoints and has the advantage that it does

not need to make explicit a 3D model of the scene [24, 20, 9, 12, 7].

Facade [6] { one of the most successful systems for modelling and rendering

architectural buildings from photographs { consists of a hybrid geometric and

image-based approach. Unfortunately it involves considerable time and e�ort from

the user in decomposing the scene into prismatic blocks, followed by the estimation

of the pose of these primitives. However the high quality of the results obtained

with the Facade system has encouraged others to design interactive systems.

In this paper we propose a much simpler approach to construct a 3D model

and generate new viewpoint images by exploiting strong constraints present in the

scenes to be modelled. In the context of architectural environments, the constraints

which can be used are parallelism and orthogonality. These constraints lead to

very simple and geometrically intuitive methods to calibrate the intrinsic and

extrinsic parameters of the cameras and to recover Euclidean models of the scene

from only two images from arbitrary positions. Our approach is similar to another

interactive system [21] but exploits vanishing points [2] directly to recover the

projection matrices.
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2 Outline of the algorithm

A 3Dmodel can be recovered from tw o or more uncalibrated images in the following

four stages (see �gure 1).

1. The user selects a set of image edges which are either parallel or perpendic-

ular in the world. These primitives are precisely localised in the image using

the image gradient information.

2. The next step concerns the camera calibration: the intrinsic parameters of

the camera are determined for each image. This is done by determining the

vanishing points associated with parallel lines in the world. Three mutually

orthogonal directions are exploited to give three intrinsic parameters and the

orien tation of each viewpoint.

3. A projection matrix for each viewpoint is computed from the image edges and

vanishing points. These matrices are further re�ned by exploiting epipolar

constraints and additional matches to give the motion (a rotation and a

translation) betw een the viewpoints.

4. The last step consists in using these projection matrices to �nd more corre-

spondences betw een the images and then to compute 3D textured triangles

that represent a model of the scene.

A working application called PhotoBuilder has been designed and implemented

to allo w the user to interactiv ely build a 3D VRML model from a pair of uncali-

brated images from arbitrary viewpoints in less than 15 minutes.

3 Geometric Framework

3.1 Review and notation

For a pin-hole camera, perspective projection from Euclidean 3-space to an image

can be conveniently represented in homogeneous coordinates by a 3 � 4 camera

projection matrix, P:
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The projection matrix has 11 degrees of freedom and can be decomposed into the

orien tation and position of the camera relative to a the world co-ordinate system

(a 3� 3 rotation matrix R and a 3� 1 translation vector T):

P =K
�
R T

�
(2)

and a 3 � 3 camera calibration matrix, K, corresponding to the following image

plane transformation:

K =

2
4

�u s u0
0 �v v0
0 0 1

3
5 ; (3)

where �u, �v are scale factors; s is a skew parameter; and u0, v0 are the pixel

coordinates of the principal point (the in tersection of the optical axis with the

image plane).
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3. Finding vanishing points and camera calibration

1. Original uncalibrated photographs

4. Computation of projection matrices and camera motion

2. Primitive definition and localisation

R + T

5. Triangulation, 3D reconstruction and texture mapping

Figure 1: Outline of the algorithm. The user interactiv ely labels a few parallel and

perpendicular edges in the images. These are then localised precisely and used to

compute the projection matrices for the viewpoints. T riangulation andtexture

mapping is used to produce a 3D VRML model.
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3.2 Approach

In our approach the vanishing points corresponding to three mutually orthogonal

directions can be used to determine for each viewpoint:

1. the camera calibration matrix, K under the assumption of zero skew and

known aspect ratio.

2. the rotation matrix R.

3. the direction of translation, T.

We sho w that the 8 degrees of freedom of the projection matrix for this special

case can be determined from three vanishing points corresponding to the projec-

tions of 3 points at in�nity and a reference point. The projection matrix can thus

be reco vered from theprojection of at least one arbitrary cuboid. Applying the

algorithm to tw o views allows the Euclidean reconstruction of all visible points up

to an arbitrary scale.

Using vanishing points

F rom (1) and considering the points at in�nity corresponding to the three orthog-

onal directions we can derive simple constraints on the elements of the projection

matrix:
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where �i are initially unknown scaling factors. This equation can be rearranged

and expressed in terms of the camera calibration matrixK and camera orientation

(rotation matrix), R:
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Camera calibration and recov ery of orientation

By exploiting the properties of the rotation matrix, R, w ecan rerrange (5) to

reco ver constraints on the in trinsic parameters of the camera and the unknown

scaling parameters, �i. In particular:
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Under the assumption of known aspect ratio and zero skew, (6) can be rewritten

as 6 linear equations (from six elements of the symmetric matrix) and can be solved

to recover 3 in trinsic parameters and the unknown scale factors, �2
i
. A geometric

in terpretation of this result is given in the next section.
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Recovery of projection matrix

The solution of (6) and substitution in to (5) leads to the reco very of the 3 � 3

sub-matrix ofthe projection matrix, KR, which can then be easily decomposed

in to the rotation matrixR.

The fourth column of the projection matrix depends on the position of the

w orldco-ordinate system relativ e to the camera co-ordinate system. An arbi-

trary reference point can be chosen as the origin. Its image co-ordinates �x the

translation, T, up to an arbitrary scale factor, �4:
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In a single viewpoint and with no metric information this scale is indeterminate and

can be arbitrarily set, e.g. �4 = 1. F or additional views the image correspondences

of a �fth point is required to �x this scale factor in the additional views. This

is equivalen t to �xing the epipoles from the translational component of image

motion under known rotation { two point correspondences are required to recover

the direction of translation.

4 Geometric Interpretation

We deriv ea simple geometric in terpretation of the constraints expressed in (6)

and relate this to the curious property of vanishing points described in Caprile

and Torre [2].

4.1 Orthocentrality of the principal point

Under the assumption of known aspect ratio and zero skew, equation (5) can be

rewritten as:
2
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Thus

R =

2
4
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The orthonormality of R can be used to recover u0 and v0 as well as solving for

�i and �. Writing xi =
�
ui

vi

�
and using the orthogonality of the �rst tw o columns

of R gives:

�1�2
�
(x1 � x0) � (x2 � x0)=�

2 + 1
�
= 0 (10)

Since �i 6= 0, (10) can be rewritten:

(x1 � x0) � (x2 � x0) + �2 = 0 (11)
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and consdering the other column pairs of R similarly gives:

(x2 � x0) � (x3 � x0) + �2 = 0 (12)

(x1 � x0) � (x3 � x0) + �2 = 0 (13)

Subtracting (11) from (13) gives:

(x1 � x0) � (x2 � x0)� (x1 � x0) � (x3 � x0) = 0 (14)

Hence

(x1 � x0) � (x2 � x3) = 0 (15)

This is the condition that x3�x0 is orthogonal to x2�x3 (see Figure 2). The

other t w o orthogonality conditions can be similarly obtained and these imply that

x0 is the orthocentre of x1;x2;x3. Equation (11) can then be used to compute �2.

This is the result derived b y Caprile and Torre [2].

4.2 �
2
i
as normalised area of triangle

In order to obtain a geometric interpretation of �2
i
, row normality must be con-

sidered. This gives:
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Substituting (18) back into (16) and (17) gives:
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Figure 2: Interpretation of x0 as orthocentre and �2
i
as area
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Figure 2 illustrates the interpretation of the scale factors �2
i
.

5 Implementation

5.1 Finding v anishingpoints

The key step in the algorithm to recover the projection matrices requires �nding

the vanishing points of parallel lines with known orientations. Image segments can

be interactiv ely de�ned by a user and care must be taken to �nd the corresponding

vanishing points.

A vanishing point corresponds to the projection of the intersection of parallel

lines at in�nity. A number of approaches ha vebeen proposed to localise pre-

cisely this intersection, from the simple calculation of a weighted mean of pairwise

in tersections [2] to more elaborate approaches involving noise assumption and non-

linear criteria [5, 11]. Novel methods and a comparison can befound in Cipolla

and Boyer [3] and Liebowitz et al. [13].

5.2 Projection matrices

Having found the vanishing points w ecan now reco verthe in trinsic parameters

(and �i scale factors) by solving equation (6) using singular value decomposition.

In practice the principal point is very sensitive to error unless the �eld of view is

wide and is assumed known (i.e. at the centre of the image). The other parameters

are extremely reliable and the vanishing points and directions are then used to

obtain the orientation and position of the cameras. Note that the vanishing points

are used directly to estimate the rotation (since these are independent of camera

translation). The translation is then computed from pairs of corresponding points

using the epipolar constraint.

These motions combined with the intrinsic parameters allow us to compute pro-

jection matrices for the di�erent views involved. F rom these projection matrices,

w e can determine the epipolar geometry to help �nd more point correspondences

and then the 3D point positions.

5.3 Reconstruction and texture mapping

These points are then used in association with an image point triangulation to ob-

tain 3D structure. This structure is rendered afterwards using a standard texture

mapping procedure and the �nal model is stored in standard VRML format.

Experiments on synthetic and real data have been conducted. Figure 3 shows

the PhotoBuilder application with tw o uncalibrated images of Jesus College chapel

in the University of Cambridge. These images were obtained by an Olympus digital

camera. The calibration for these images was performed using 3 pairs of parallel

edges to determine the vanishing points and hence calibrate the tw o cameras.The

geometry was then computed using the vanishing points the 3D co-ordinates of

sets of corresponding points w ere then recovered. Figure 4 shows an example of

the recovered VRML mdoel. This model consists of of sixty textured triangles and

w as produced in less than 15 minutes.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for recovering the projection matrix from 3D

space to the CCD image plane which exploits the vanishing points of three or-
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thogonal directions. The simple but powerful constraints of parallelism and or-

thogonality in architectural scenes can be used to recover v ery precise projection

matrices with only a few point and line correspondences. The technique presented

has been successfully used to interactively build models of architectural scenes

from pairs of uncalibrated photographs.

We ha veused these initial estimates of the projection matrices (and hence

the epipolar geometry) to automatically match additional features and then to

optimise the parameters of the camera motion and 3D structure by standard ray-

bundle adjustment. The PhotoBuilder system [3, 4] has been use to build 3D

models of numerous buildings and is presently being used to buid a VRML model

of the University of Cambridge. Preliminary results are extremely impressive.
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Figure 4: The 3D model can be output in VRML format and viewed from new

viewpoints. F our novel views are shown of the reconstructed model. The texture

is automatically extracted from the pair of original uncalibrated photographs.
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